
Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation, 
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with 
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice  
on compatibility and a total fitted price,  
or call the Honda Contact Centre on  
0845 200 8000.
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3  Carbon-Fibre  
Front Mudguard

This high quality, carbon-fibre front 
mudguard featuring the Honda Racing 
logo, will give your CBR600RR the 
racer’s touch. Designed with the 
optimum balance of weight and 
durability it has rounded edges and is 
clear lacquered for a perfect finish.

4  Carbon-Fibre Exhaust Guard
A replacement exhaust guard made  
of high quality carbon-fibre that will give 
your CBR600RR an extra racy look. 
Rounded edges and a clear lacquer 
guarantee a perfect finish.

5  Carbon-Fibre Hugger 
Protect the rear shock from dirt 
splashed from the rear tyre with this 
high-quality carbon-fibre hugger. 
Featuring the Honda Racing logo,  
it has rounded edges and a clear 
lacquer for a perfect finish.

2  Meter Panel
Give your CBR600RR cockpit a  
stylish look with this tailor-made, 
carbon-fibre effect, 3D-shaped meter 
panel. Matches the Tank Pad and  
Fuel Filler Cap Pad Set.

1  top Bridge Cover 
This carbon-fibre effect 3D-shape Top 
Bridge Cover fits onto the top triple 
clamp to give your CBR600RR a more 
focused look. Matches the carbon-fibre 
effect Meter Panel, Tank Pad and Fuel 
Cap Pad Set. 
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6  Black-tinted Windshield
Add some extra style to your CBR600RR 
with this replacement windshield tinted 
70% black. The height is identical to  
the standard version.
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 Additional Accessories
A range of additional model accessories 
not shown are available, including:
 Protective Film
 Magnetic Switch Kit for Averto Alarm Kit

10  Cargo Net
A black, flexible net to hold your 
luggage securely to the Rear Carrier  
and Pillion Seat.

14  Wheel Sticker Set
A Wheel Rim Strip Sticker Set including 
optional Honda Racing logo for 17-inch 
wheels. Set contains round-shaped 
3-piece strips for easy application  
and is available in White and Red.

7  Racing Sticker Set
Style your CBR600RR like a true track racer with this set of white number plate 
stickers featuring red striping and the CBR600RR and Honda Racing logos. 
Set includes 2 pieces for the front cowl and 4 pieces for the rear cowl to work 
with or without the optional Seat Cowl.

11  U-Lock
Keep your CBR600RR safe with this 
tamper-resistant barrel key U-Lock  
that fits neatly under the seat.

15  Paddock Stand
A tilting tubular steel stand that lifts and 
holds the motorcycle by the end of its 
swingarm to facilitate cleaning and rear 
wheel maintenance.

8  Rear Seat Cowl
Installed in place of the pillion seat, 
this colour-matched Rear Seat Cowl 
featuring a Honda Racing logo on each 
side, gives your CBR600RR a more 
focused look. Quick to install, it allows 
easy access to the carrying space 
underneath the seat and features a 
4-way adjustable cushion with a 3D 
CBR logo.

13  tank Pad (tulip)
A carbon-fibre effect, 3-piece,  
tulip-shaped adhesive-backed  
Tank Pad with thick clear lens  
coating that will help to protect  
the fuel tank from scratches. 
Alternative designs also available 
include: Tank Pad (Herringbone) and  
Tank Pad (Carbon-fibre effect).

12  tank Pad and  
Fuel Cap Pad Set

A carbon-fibre effect, adhesive-backed 
Pad Set featuring the HRC logo that will 
help to protect the fuel tank and fuel 
cap from scratches.

16  Indoor Cover
Luxury Indoor Cover provides extra 
protection and is internally teaselled to 
protect the bodywork from scratches.

9  Akrapovic Slip-on Exhaust
Delivering great looks and increased 
performance, this street legal Slip-on 
Exhaust features laser engraved  
Akrapovic logo, and conforms to all 
exhaust system noise level regulations  
for street use.
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Choose where you want to go and you’re off. no more hassles.
Motorcycle NavigatioN Kit
Which route? Which street? Which turn? Which exit? Bet you know the feeling.  
What you need is simple: the guided freedom of the Honda Motorcycle Navigation System. 
Ask your Dealer for advice on compatibility, or see our website:  
www.honda.co.uk/motorcycles/accessories

 Bright, anti-glare 3.5-inch colour touch screen display (glove-friendly)
 Honda model-specific installation bracket and wiring
 Honda unique controller switch
 Handy POIs (Points of Interest), including the European Honda car  

and motorcycle Dealer network
 Bluetooth® connection
 2GB internal memory containing EU map data  

(contact your Dealer for details on coverage)
 Complementary car kit
 MP3 player and picture viewer
 2D and 3D map display accompanied by step-by-step voice prompts
 Compact, lightweight, weather and petrol proof

Motorcycle Navigation Kit
A complete Sat Nav kit comprising of: navigation unit, EU maps, controller, earphone, 
mc car kit, attachment kit, battery and owner’s manual. The unique controller allows 
you to operate the unit without taking your hands off the handlebars and the 
adjustable aluminium bracket features unique anti-vibration bushes for clearer 
viewing whilst riding. Must be combined with additional Quartet Wiring Harness.
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Please ask your local Dealer for advice on compatibility  
and a total fitted price, or call the Honda Contact Centre  
on 0845 200 8000.

Your Honda Dealer:

Issue 1. November 2012.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

4  Helmet Bag
Protect your crash helmet from knocks 
and scratches when not in use with this 
black polyester Helmet Bag decorated 
with red piping and Honda Wing logo.  
It features a fleece-liner, an extra thick 
PVC bottom panel, an inside pocket  
and removable webbing straps for  
easy carrying.

6  U-Lock
The Honda U-Lock is convenient to  
use, features a tamper-resistant barrel 
key and is designed to fit under the 
seat. Available in various sizes to fit 
individual models.

1  Protective Covers
A range of outdoor and indoor covers provide extra protection to your motorcycle 
from the elements and knocks and scratches. The Outdoor Covers are water-
resistant and breathable to allow the bike to dry whilst covered, and the Indoor 
Covers are internally teaselled to protect the bodywork from scratches.

3  Battery Charger / Optimiser
The Honda Battery Charger / Optimiser  
is specially designed for modern 
batteries and has the ability to diagnose, 
charge, check and maintain your battery 
automatically for months.

5  Averto Security Kit
Honda is committed to offering you more and more advanced solutions that  
help keep your investment under close and continuous watch. Featuring the  
very latest anti-theft technology, our innovative Honda Averto Security System  
is a compact alarm unit with a 118db siren, a movement and shock detector 
featuring 8 sensitivity settings and a double immobiliser to ensure the engine 
cannot be started by the ignition key alone. A back-up battery and a low 
consumption sleep mode ensure the battery is protected from draining.
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2  Grip Heater Kit
Your ride no longer need be dictated by the elements. The patented, heat-adjustable, 
Honda Grip Heater Kit will be sure to keep your hands warm regardless of whether  
it’s a cold winter’s day or a chilly summer morning ride. The compact handlebar 
controller can be easily manipulated with your gloves on, and its integrated circuit 
automatically protects the battery from draining. Special heat-resistant glue is also 
available for firm fixing.

7  Leather Grease
Keep your leather accessories supple 
and water-proofed with our specially 
formulated Leather Grease. 
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